
@ LCL & 'Measurement' - A Major Challenge, addressed to all LCLI Fellows
a Featuring two more Flip to Life' short Videos from LCL/Positive Deviance
$ LCLI Website changes - YouTube videos, Briefings, Fellows Listing

A Question to Fellows: LCL and 'Measurement' ... Can it be done?
Carpenters say, 'measure twice, cut once.'Manyof us in theLCLI consciously approachour day jobs informed

by the leading causes. So how dowemeasure LCL?What can and should bemeasured, what not? Canwe learn
from each other about this? Surely, yes - and that is the question to you.

In short, what are the minimum specifications for the knowing side of working with life?

If it's all about complexity and living systems, how do we know what to notice?
What measures lend life to life? Can't be simplistic but must be consistent with the
dynamics of life - not backward looking, more like handing out flashlights at dusk
to explore less familiar yet rich terrain, helping build a genuine discipline of practice.

What is your view as a Fellow? ... What are the possibilities and limits, value and
dangers, of measurement? What approach, methods or tools do you think fitting?

Please send thoughts/comments to me at: jrochrane@gmail.com

New LCL/Positive Deviance YouTube Videos
Click for the latest videos on our 'Flip to Life' YouTube channel ...

'A new clinic & momentous times’ (Kanwaljeet 'Sunny' Anand)
(2min 35secs)

‘Community mobilization &
Covid' (Jerry Winslow, Naiema Taliep)
(4min 11secs)

'Opening up Space for Conversation' (Jerry Winslow & Jeremy)
'Importance of Individual Agency' (Evance Kalula)

'What Joins Us? LCL&PD as Stewards of Life' (Gary Gunderson)

Click here for our YouTube channel with all available videos (incl. long originals).

Our website has been significantly updated. It now includes direct access to all available
LCL/PD 'Flip to Life' videos, adds newBriefings,&new, easier tab listing for the Fellows.

- LCL site -

Leading Causes of Life Initiative no. 31

LCLI Briefing/2 2020-Dec.

Leading Causes of Life - New Changes!

Coming next - Our last in the series:

FYI: link to Donella Meadows site on Complex Living Systems
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